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12 NA-SGOB-AN GUINAANG SIT GUBAT 
STAT=burning=NR Guinaang TI war 

by Juan Baluga 

1. Sit bulan on Novembre pitsa 18 1944 
TI month LK November date 18 1944 

d=uam=atong dat suldado on nal=libbat 
arrive=SF,CMP=--- T soldier LK SP,CMP=start 

od Day'as, suldado on sinan=suldado. 
LOC Abra soldier LK not.real=soldier 

2. Boom pon si umm=ali=da 
NEG.IDEN=I,3,SG AP DET SF,CMP=come=I,3,PL 

si b=um=alu=wan dattagu no adi 
DET gqod=SF.NCMP=---=NR PO person COND NEG 

patoy langgas an sansam dit 
kill wanton.destruction CONJ loot DET 

3. Sit higbigat dit Novembre 18 
TI morning PO November 18 

d=umm=atong da Pilis.Bakidan an 
arrive=SF.CMP=-__ T Pilis.Bakidan CONJ 

Galwagaw on mangi=baag on dat 
Galwagaw LK SF,NCMP=tell.bad.news LK ST 

im=oy mallung od Guinaang. 
SF,NCMP=go SF,NCMP:attack REF Guinaang 

4 .  Apaman on na=dngol dat tagu dit danag 
as.soon.as LK STAT=hear NTS person T news 

WHEN GUINAANG WAS 
BURNED DURING THE WAR 

1 .  In the month of 
November (and on the) 
date (of) 18 (in) 
1944, soldiers arrived 
who had started from 
Abra--soldiers who 
were not real 
soldiers. 2. It was 
not that they came for 
the betterment of the 
people: rather, their 
purpose was killing. 
wanton destruction, 
and loot. 

3. *In the morning 
of November 18 Pilis 
Bakidan and Galwagaw 
arrived to tell the 
bad news that the 
soldiers of the 121st 
were in the process of 
starting to cone 
attack Guinaang. 4. As 
soon as the people 
heard the news, they 
transferred all their 
property for 
safekeeping, and then 
they fled. 5. The 
people were not able 
to transfer all their 
valuable household 
belongings for safe- 
keeping because of 
haste and their fear. 
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amin=a kukuwa=da ot um=awid=da. 
all=LK property=II,3,PL SEQ SF,NCMP=flee=I,3,PL 

5 .  Dat tagu issa=da pon 
ST person NEG=I,3,PL AP 

naa=gaon si.dat amin on 
SF,CMP=items.for.safekeeping OBJ all LK 

aganggom=da maigapu si 
valuable.household.ite.s=II.3.PL because DET 

amu ya ogyat=da. 6. Kakaasi da t 
haste CONJ fear-II.3.PL to.be.pitied T 

na=lakay na=silbadu an da na=aliwone 
STAT=aged STAT=disability CONJ DET STATzillness 

ta ingkapilitan on manaddalan=da gapu 
CONJ compelled LK SF,NCMP:walk=I,3,PL reason 

si.dat an=na=n d=um=atong on lawwing=a 
DET ??=Dl=LK arrive=SF.NCMP= LK bad=LK 

tagu. 7. Adu dit gaon dat 
person many T items.for.safekeeping PO 

tagu on issa pon na=ala maigapu si amu. 
person LK NEG AP STAT=get because DET haste 

8. Sit dandani on manullaok dat manuk 
TI almost LK SF,NCMP:crow T chicken 

d=ing=ngol dat tagu dit ginga=n di 
hear=OF, CMP=_.,_. NTS person T sound=* PO 

paltug. 9. Na=gamput ad dit put=putuk di 
gun STAT=finish SUB T PL=shot PO 

paltug dat tagu in=ila=da on sit 
gun ST person OF,CMP=see=II,3,PL LK DET 

ili od Guinaang ama sl al'algaw maigapu 
village PO Guinaaog like DET daytime because 

sit langlang dit sogob. 10. Naid pon 
DET glow PO burning NEG.EXT AP 

6. To be pitied were 
the aged, disabled, 
and sick, for they 
were compelled to walk 
because of the bad 
people who were about 
to arrive. 7. Many of 
the people's belong- 
ings that were to be 
transferred were not 
transferred because 
of (the people's) 
haste. 

8. When it was 
almost time for the 
chickens to crow, the 
people heard the sound 
of guns. 9. When the 
gun shots were 
finished, the people 
saw the village of 
Guinaang as if it were 
daytime because of the 
glow of the burning. 
10. There was no end 
to the popping sounds 
caused by bullets 
being set off in the 
fire and by pieces of 
mctal roofing as they 
flew (off). 

patingga=n dit l=um=anitul 
end:=* PO p-o~ping .sounds=SF, NCMP- 
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maigapu si.dat bala on na=sgob ya sit 
because DET bullet LK STAT=burning CONJ DET 

t=um=ayab=an dat *lata on otop. 
f ly=SF .NCMP=_. =NR PO metal LK roof ~- 

11. Si.dat tagu on i=Guinaang naid 
ST person LK from=Guinaang NEG.EXT 

pon almas=da siya=di=t issa=da 
AP arms=II.3,PL III,3,SG=D3-DET NEG=II,3,PL 

pon naa=patoy=an omya panos dat 
AP SF.CMP=kill=NR but fair.number T 

na=toy si.dat umm=ali=n nallung on 
STAT=die DET SF,CMP=come=LK SF,CMP:attack LK 

p=in=altug=an dat bulun=da s i 
g==CMP= =RF NTS companion=II .3,PL DET 

losob. 12. Dat na=paltug=an on na=losb=an 
mistake ST STAT=gun=RF LK STAT=mistake=RF 

dida dat na=agum si samsam ta 
III,3.PL DET STAT=greed DET loot CONJ 

im=oy=da ad si.dat *guwab 
SF.NCMP=go=I,3.PL SUB REF space.under.house 

nan='ulub=da si.dat uluub. 
SF,CMP=dig-I,3,PL ORJ buried.property 

13. I=siim ad dat bulun=da da t 
IF.NCMP=peep SUB NTS companion=II,3,PL T 

guwab tay mang=gilbot payyan 
space.under.house because AJR=darkness MOD 

p=in=altug=an=da dat adwa=da 
gun=CMP= =RF-II,3.PI, T companion=11,3,PL 

ta an=da pon.no i=Guinaang=da on 
CONJ say=II,3,PL SUPP from=Guinaang=I,3,PL LK 

11. The people of 
Guinaang had no arms, 
(and) that is why they 
did not fight back, 
but a fair number of 
the people who came to 
attack died, having 
been shot by mistake 
by their companions. 
12. The ones who were 
shot by mistake were 
the ones who were 
greedy for loot; for 
when they went under 
the houses, they dug 
up the buried 
property. 13. When 
their companions 
peeped under the 
houses. because it was 
still dark, they shot 
their companions; for 
they supposed they 
were Guinaang people 
who were transferring 
belongings for 
safekeeping. 
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14. Sit wiswisnit nal=lihhat dat suldado 
TI dawn SF.CMP=start T soldier 

on Hapun omya na=ladaw=da ta 
LK Japanese but STAT=late=I,B,PL CONJ 

na=gamput agay on na=sgob od Guinaang. 
STAT=finish MOD LK STAT=burning T Guinaang 

15. In=ila=n ad dat Hapun dat bandidus 
OF,CMP=see=* SUB NTS Japanese T bandits 

sit pap=payaw p=in=altug=an=da 
LOC PL=rice. terrace ~uI=CMP=__--=RF=II , 3  ,PL 

dida omya addayuwan=da. 16. Dat 
T,II1,3,PL but very.far=I.3,PL ST 

bandidus on sinan=suldado dat 121 adu dit 
bandits LK not.real=soldier PO 121 many T 

14. *At dawn the 
Japanese soldiers 
started, but they were 
too late, for Guinaang 
had already been 
burned. 15. When the 
Japanese saw the 
bandits out among the 
rice terraces, they 
shot at then, but they 
were too far. 16. The 
bandits, who were the 
impostor soldiers of 
the 121st. dropped 
many things in their 
haste as they fled. 
17. Many became lost 
in the forest, and 
then they died of 
hunger, cold. and 
exhaustion. 

na=lipsan=an=da on 
STAT=drop.in.one's.haste=RF=II,3.PL CONJ 

um=awid. 17. Adu dat na=tala4 sit 
SF,NCMP=flee many T STAT=lose LOC 

ginubat=ot ma=toy=da si bitil tongnin 
forest=SEQ STAT=die=I.S.PL REF hunger cold 

ya bannug. 
CONJ weariness 

18. Siya=di dit istoliya=na od 18. That's its story 
III,3,SG=D3 DET story=II,B,SG LOC in Guinaang. 

Guinaang . 
Guinaang 
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Ethnographic and Linguistic Notes on WHEN GUINAANG WAS BURNED DURING THE 
WAR 

3. Pilis Bakidan and Galwagaw were two men who had come to know of the 
plans of the men of the 121st to attack Guinaang, which enabled them to 
give a warning. As far as we know. we never saw Galwagaw, but we have net 
Pilis, who lived in Bagtayan. As we understand it, 121 was the designation 
of a unit of the United States forces in the Philippines, which presumably 
was active in northern Luzon during World War 11. The reason that unit went 
to attack Guinaang in late 1944 is not clear. On the basis, however, of 
bits of information heard in Guinaang, it seems likely that this attack was 
one in a sequence of events that related more to the rivalry between 
peoples in Kalinga and Abra than to the war against the Japanese. 

10. 16ta on o&'metal roofing'. Sheets of corrugated galvanized iron 
roofing are referred to here. In the native style of house building in 
Guinaang, the roof was most often made of d u  'cogon grass' (see text 
23). In recent decades, however, the Guinaang people--indeed people all 
through the Cordillera--have been building, in addition to native-style 
houses, houses of worked lumber that have corrugated metal roofs. 

12. g@b 'space under a house'. All the houses in Guinaang are built up 
from the ground. The native-style houses tend to be closer to the ground 
than the newer-style houses, but still there is usually sufficient space 
under the older-style houses for persons to enter, even though they cannot 
stand upright. The &is used primarily for storage. 

14. The Japanese soldiers referred to here were stationed in Lubuagan. 
which is a two- to three-hour hike from Guinaang. Thus, it is not 
surprising that they arrived in the Guinaang area too late to prevent the 
attack or to catch the attackers. 




